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I. ABSTRACT OF ONGOING RESEARCH

Recent experimental investigations indicate that the repair welding of

irradiated materials containing greater than I to 2.5 appm helium leads to

catastrophic cracking in the heat affected zone of the weld. The high

temperatures and cooling tensile stresses which occur during the welding process

lead to enhanced helium bubble growth in the heat affected zone region, resulting

in catastrophic cracking upon cooling. An investigation is proposed which seeks

to determine the effect of stress state on the helium bubble growth process and

develop engineering modifications to the welding process based upon this

understanding in an attempt to alleviate or eliminate the weld cracking problem

in type 316 stainless steel materials.



II. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

The first wall of a fusion reactor will be subjected to intense neutron

irradiation and cyclic stress resulting from thermal fluctuations experienced

during plasma ignition. In addition the first wall must withstand abnormal

events such as those produced by a plasma disruption. These events produce

irreversible degradation in the properties of the first wall material and play

a decisive role in limiting the useful life of fusion reactor components. Repair

and replacement of components will be required. Current commercial designs

envision replacing segments of the first wall at periodic maintenance intervals.

Such replacement and repair would be greatly enhanced if welding were possible.

Unfortunately recent experimental data suggests that welding of irradiated

material will at best be difficult. Recent attempts to repair cracks in

irradiated reactor vessels at the Savannah River Project have not been successful

[1-3]. Patches were welded over reactor tank material containing 3 appm helium

in an attempt to repair stress corrosion cracks. Subsequent examination revealed

i extensive cracking in the heat affected zone of the patch welds.

Additionally welds were made on fusion heat Type 316 SS with helium
contents between I and 250 appm [4,5]. These bead on plate welds cracked upon

cooling (see Figure i). Analyses revealed that cooling stresses lead to the

nucleation and growth of grain boundary helium bubbles which resulted in

catastrophic cracking in the heat affected zone (HAZ) and molten metal fusion

zone. Catastrophic cracking was found to occur in ali materials containing

greater than 2.5 appm heliL_. During normal operation of commercial fusion

reactors, helium concentrations are anticipated to exceed i000 appm in first

wall materials.



III. REVIEW OF PRIOR INVESTIGATIONS

Welding processes produce internal stresses and elevated temperatures which

accelerate the growth of helium bubbles, leading to the catastrophic cracking as

seen in Figure I. Previous attempts to join irradiated materials containing

helium via gas tungsten arc welding have been made by several investigators, the

results being mixed [I-i0]. Hall et al [6] welded thin wall AISI 304 stainlE_ss

steel tubing which was irradiated in Experimental Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-II) at

temperatures between 454°C and 487°C to fast fluences ranging from 1.38 x 1026

to 7.5]. x 1026 n/m z (E > 0.I Mev). The welds were made using only a small

constraint to hold the parts together while welding in the hot cell.

Intergranular cracking was observed in the HAZs of a small fraction of these

specimens. The He concentration of these materials was not measured but is

estimated to be between 3 to 15 appm.

Atkin [7] performed gas tungsten arc (GTA) welding of 20% cold worked (CW)

316 stainless steel that had been irradiated in EBR-II at 400°C to a peak fluence

of 1.26 x 1027 n/m 2 (E > 0.I Mev). The welds were made on material taken from

reactor coolant ducts and were welded in an unconstrained condition. Based upon

known irradiation conditions and measurements on materials seeing similar

irradiation conditions, we estimate the helium content of the material to be

between 4 and 25 appm. After welding the specimens were bend tested. Visual

examination indicated the welds to be sound and free from cracks. However no

detailed examinations or further analyses were conducted.

Watanabe [8] has also reported welding of 10% CW 316 stainless steel that

was taken from wrapper tubes irradiated in JOYO at 400°C to a maximum helium

content of 9 appm. GTA welds with filler metal additions were made on strips

similar in configuration to the specimens prepared by Atkin. The section which
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was being welded was allowed to float free during the welding process. Welded

specimens appeared to be sound. Tensile specimens taken from the weld region

failed in the heat affected zone and showed a loss in ductility. The authors

observed intergranular cracking in the heat-affected zone which was attributed

to helium bubble formation during welding.

Recently an effort was initiated to repair stress-corrosion cracks in an

irradiated stainless steel reactor vessel at the Savannah River Site [1-3].

Patches were gas tungsten arc welded over the stress-corrosion cracks in a vessel

which was measured to contain 3 appm of helium. Previous repairs of a similar

vessel earlier in life had been successfully performed [4], the major difference

being the increase in helium content due to further irradiation exposure.

Examinations after the welding was complete revealed extensive cracking in the

HAZ of the patch welds. Analyses by the Savannah River Project Personnel

indicate the cracking is associated with helium bubble growth at the grain

boundaries in the heat affected zone.

For the last two years a joint project has been conducted between Auburn

University, Sandia National Lab (SNL) and Oak Ridge National Lab (ORNL) to

determine the feasibility of weldinghelium containing materials [4,5]. To avoid

the difficulties associated with hot cell operations and reduce radiological

hazards, initial investigations were carried out on helium charged 316 stainless

steel. In this process, the material is charged with tritium at elevated

temperatures and pressures. The tritium is then allowed to decay to helium and

the excess tritium is pumped off. In this manner materials containing between

I and 250 appm helium were produced. Homologous bead-on-sheet gas tungsten arc

welding of this material was conducted. In ali sheet material containing greater

than 2.5 appm helium catastrophic cracking occurred after the weld was completed.
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These cracks were found to be the result of helium bubble growth along grain

boundaries during cooling of the welds. A theoretical model which describes the

growth of helium bubbles along the grain boundaries was developed [4]. The model

indicates that the helium bubble growth is very sensitive to thermally induced

cooling stresses. A preliminary experiment was conducted that modified the

stress state during cooling, No cracking was found in the welds produced in this

manner.

In summary, based upon all reported experiments conducted to date there are

two parameters which control the catastrophic cracking observed in the welding

of irradiated materials. These parameters are helium content and the constraint

used during welding of the specimens. From experiment, there appears to be a

threshold level of helium content which must be exceeded before cracking occurs.

This threshold limit is between 1 and 2.5 appm helium for 316 SS. The second

parameter which appears to control the cracking is the constraint used during

welding. This constraint plays a major role in determining the stress state that

results during cooling of the weld. Both the high temperature surrounding the

molten metal pool of the welding process and the tensile stress state experienced

by the HAZ during cooling lead to the nucleation and growth of grain boundary

helium bubbles. Catastrophic cracking occurs along these grain boundaries with

a high level of helium bubble concentration leading to failure of the weld

specimen.

IV. PROJECT OBJECTIVES

To insure that a technology is a-ailable which can be used to adequately

repair fusion reactor components, the following scientific study is proposed.

The objectives are:

i. to investigate the effect of stress state during cooling on the weld
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cracking in Type 316 SS.

2. to identify alterations in the welding process that will alleviate

or eliminate the weld cracking observed in irradiated materials.

V. PROJECT RESULTS TO DATE

A. PREPARATION OF MATERIALS

To expedite and reduce the costs and hazards associated with the welding

of irradiated materials an investigation which utilizes unirradiated, helium

doped, previously irradiated FFTF and HFIR discarded specimens and newly

irradiated HFIR material is underway. Efforts during the initial stages of the

contract have concentrated on helium doping of additional materials for testing

and identification of previously irradiated materials for hot cell welding

experiments. In October 1991 one week after award of this grant, specimens were

manufactured for Helium doping at SRL. A new pressure vessel for tritium

charging was procured and qualified for pressurized tritium work as required by

SRL. Specimens were load in January 1992 and the charging procedure initiated

to obtain doses of 0.5, 1.0, 5.0 and I0.0 appm. Specimens containing 0.5 was

received at ORNL in May 1992. Samples from these specimens have been sent for

helium analysis by Rockwell International.

Doping to i appm levels has been completed. However specimens have not

been received at ORNL. Some difficulty with establishing safety procedures to

handle tritium containing materials has been encountered which is limiting

progress in initiating planned experiments. Helium doping to 5 and i0 appm

levels are underway.

Irradiated HT-9 material for weld studies have been found in the HEDL stock
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of obsolete specimens and will be sent to ORNL for hot cell testing in the next

shipment of irradiated materials.

B. TASK A: MODELING

A simple model of the nucleation and growth process of helium bubbles along

grain boundaries during welding has been developed by the authors [4] to describe

the observed weld cracking in stainless steel materials. This simplistic model

applies theories describing nucleation and growth of gas filled pores in solids

[11-14] to the specific conditions encountered during the welding process. As

the weld torch passes a given position on the plates being welded the stress

state at that position changes. For a fully constrained weld, the state of

stress is hypothesized to progress from an initial state of no stress to

compressive stress to zero stress to a tensile stress. Only during the last

state of stress (tensile stress) is significant helium bubble growth predicted.

The model has been altered to analyze the effect of different compressive stress

on the helium bubble growth. Time measurements from video tapes of the welding

of helium doped materials and measurements of final helium bubble size required

to cause fracture have been compared with predictions of the model. Good

agreement between fracture surface bubble size measurements and predictions were

obtained. Additionally the model and experimental results appear to be in

agreement with resp_:ct to time at which cracking initiates.

C. TASK B: STRESS STATE EFFECTS

This task is investigating the effect of a change in stress state on the

grain boundary helium bubble growth and weld cracking through separate

experiments. Preliminary experiments have been completed in which a compressive
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stress was applied to the plat_ edges while welding the tritiated material.

Visual examination indicated no visible cracking of tritium containing welds.

However detailed SEM examinations indicated helium bubble growth along grain

boundaries perpendicular to the applied stress.
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